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1. Preliminaries.

Introduction. This paper studies the dimensions of the groups of all homeo-

morphisms of certain metric continua. It is divided into the following (overlapping)

parts :

§2 : Continua with nonzero dimensional groups of homeomorphisms,

§3: Applications of Theorem 2.1,

§4 : 1-dimensional continua,

§5: Continua with finite, positive dimensional groups of homeomorphisms.

In §2, we establish sufficient conditions for the group of all homeomorphisms

of a continuum to be nonzero dimensional, and thus obtain a large class of con-

tinua with this property—the (to be defined) locally setwise homogeneous continua.

It is well known and easy to show (see Theorem 1.1) that the group of homeo-

morphisms ofanarcis co-dimensional. The component of the identity in this case

is large. However it is not hard to show that the groups of all homeomorphisms

of the universal plane curve and universal curve are totally disconnected. It there-

fore seems likely that they are zero-dimensional. In fact, such a result was an-

nounced (erroneously) by R. D. Anderson [1], who called it to my attention and

suggested the general problem of this paper to me. His argument was for total

disconnectivity instead of O-dimensionality and is given in Theorem 1.2. However,

corollaries of our main theorem of §2 show that each of these groups is at least

1-dimensional.

In §3 the above corollaries are obtained, as well as an interesting corollary of

the proof of Theorem 2.1. This corollary asserts that the group of those homeo-

morphisms of S", n > 1, which carry a fixed, countable, dense subset of S" onto

itself, is at least 1-dimensional.

In §4, we investigate the 1-dimensional continua. Our main result asserts that
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regular curves may have zero or infinite dimensional groups of homeomorphisms,

and only these, while rational curves may have finite, positive dimensional groups.

Finally in §5, we construct, for each positive integer n, examples of continua

M„ whose full groups of homeomorphisms are totally disconnected, abelian,

and homeomorphic to the product of n 1-dimensional groups. Thus

1 _ dim G'Mj) _ n. In particular, for n = 1, G(Mn) is exactly 1-dimensional.

The continua M„ may be constructed as rational curves.

The above results suggest many other questions, which are raised, but unan-

swered, in this paper.

Definitions and Conventions.   All spaces are separable metric.

If X is a compact, metric space, G(X) (or G when no confusion arises) will denote

the group of all homeomorphisms of X. H or H'X) will denote a subgroup of G.

The metric on X will be denoted by d, and d(x, v) denotes the distance between

x and y.

The metric in G'X) will also be denoted by d. We define the metric in G(X) as

follows(3) :

for g,heG(X),        d(g,h) = lub {d(g(x),h(x))}.
xeX

If W is a collection of sets °ll* denotes the union of the elements of W. If Y~ is

also a collection of sets, V is said to refine °ll if each element of 'V is a subset

of some element of ^i. V is called a closed refinement of ^ if the closure of

each element of V is a subset of some element of %. Mesh of °U means the least

upper bound of the diameters of the elements of °U.

C(U) denotes the complement of the set U.

If g is a homeomorphism, g is supported on U means g is the identity on C'U).

In / : X —» X the double headed arrow means / is a function from X onto X.

Xo denotes the interior of X.

The dimension of a set X is denoted by "dim X". We use inductive dimension

(for separable metric spaces) defined as in [6].

Preliminary Theorems.

Theorem 1.1 (well-known). 77ze group of all homeomorphisms of a compact

n-manifold, M, is infinite dimensional.

Proof. Let {C¡}f=, be a sequence of disjoint n cells of M, converging to a point

of M. For each i, 1 ^ i < co, let er£ be an arc of homeomorphisms of M onto

itself, supported on C¡, and denoted by {h¡ x : 0 ^ a ^ 1/i}. Let H = {he G(M) : h is

supported on \^Jjí, C¡, and, for each i, there is an a¡ such that h | C¡ = hix¡ | C¡}.

(3) The following is also a metric for G'X) : p(g, h) = d(g,h) + d(g~1,h~1),wheis d denotes

the metric defined above. Then p is a complete metric for G'X) and is equivalent to d. However,

we prefer to use the metric d, since it is intuitively easier to understand.

It is well known that G(X) is separable.
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Then H is homeomorphic to a Hubert cube, since each element he H can be

identified with an infinite sequence (h,tXi,h2<X2, ••■,/jB>an, ••■) where ane [0,1/n].

Therefore H, and thus GiM), is infinite dimensional.

Theorem 1.2 (R.D.Anderson). 77;e group of homeomorphisms, G, of the

universal plane curve, M, is totally disconnected.

Procf(4). We will show that any pair of elements of G can be separated; that is,

given g, heG, there exist two mutually separate sets A and B such that geA,

heB, and A u B = G. We first note that M can be thought of as a circle C0 plus

its interior in E2, with the interiors of a countable dense set of pairwise disjoint

circles, {C;}f=i, removed, where each C¡ is in the interior of C0, diam C¡ -* 0, and

no C; is a subset of any C¡. This follows from the main result of [3].

Let gQ, h0 e G, g0 # 7i0. We shall show that there exists an n0 such that

hoiCn0) n goiCn0) = <P- There exists a point x such that 7i0(x) # go(x). Let

F, IF be disjoint neighborhoods of h0ix) and g0(x), respectively. Then

U = /i0-1(F) n gö'iW) is a neighborhood of x whose images under h0 and g0,

respectively, are disjoint. Since (J¡i i Q is dense, and diam C, -» 0, there is an

integer n0 such that C„0 c U, and we have h0iCno) n g0(Cno) = 0.

Let A = {heG: h(CJ = h0'CJ} and let B = G - A. Then 7i0 e A, ga e B, and

/I yjB = G.

We will show that A and B are mutually separate, by showing that there is a

ô > 0 such that diA, B) 2: ô. Let <5 be the diameter of h0'Cnj), and let h, be any

element of A, and let gt be any element of B. Since 7îi(C„0) and g,(C„j) are 2 dis-

joint circles in E2, neither containing the other, there exists a straight line L in E2

separating them. (We can obtain L by first constructing the line L joining the

centers a and b of h,'Cnj) and gi(C„0), respectively, and then constructing the

line L perpendicular to L', with L going through the midpoint of the smallest

segment of [a, b] which joins h,'Cnj) and gi(C„0).) We note that h,'Cnj) = A0(CBo).

Now let v be the point of L' n h0(C„j) which is farther from L. Then y = h,(x)

for some x in C„0. Since g,(x) e g,iC„j), and therefore on the other side of L,

d'h,ix), g,(x)) > ô. Therefore dih„ g,) > ô. We have thus shown that the distance

between any element of A and any element of B is greater than ô. It follows

thatd04,B) = c5.

Theorem 1.3 (R.D.Anderson). The group of all homeomorphisms of the

universal curve N is totally disconnected.

Proof. (See §3 for the definitions of universal plane curve and universal curve.)

We leave it to the reader to supply definitions for essential and inessential

wrapping used in the proof below.

Let 7i0 be any homeomorphism of JV onto itself, h0 =£ e. Let x be a point of

Nb 7i0(x) ̂  x. If we project x and 7z0(x) onto each of the faces of JV, they must

(4) This proof was outlined to me by R. D. Anderson.
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be distinct on at least one face, F. F is a universal plane curve. Let U be a neigh-

borhood of x such that (1) n(U) nnh0iU) = <p and (2) F - n(U) and F - nh0iU)

are each connected, where n is the projection of N onto F. Let A be a "boundary"

square in niU) for which there exists a simple closed curve B in U such that (1)

n'B) = A and (2) % is 1-1 on B.

Let C be the unit circle in E2 and let g: C -» ß be any homeomorphism. Since

h0g: C -» h0iU) is a homeomorphism, /i0g(C) wraps around A unessentially,

because nh0giC) does. Thus h0(B) does, also.

Let G, = {he G(/V) | nh(B) wraps around A essentially}. Let G2 = G(/V) — G^

Then eeG„ hQeG2, and G(JV) = G, U G2. Gi and G2 are each closed. [To see

this, we may use Example VI 8, p. 85 of Hurewicz and Wallman's Dimension

Theory, to get the limit map of a sequence of essential (or inessential) maps to be

essential (or inessential).] Thus Gi and G2 are mutually separate, and provide a

separation of 7i0 from e.

Since G(Ar) is a group, it follows that any pair of homeomorphisms can be

separated. Thus G(/V) is totally disconnected.

2. Continua with nonzero dimensional groups of homeomorphisms. In this

section we establish sufficient conditions for continua to have nonzero dimensional

groups of homeomorphisms. Our main result of this section is the following:

Let X be a locally setwise homogeneous(5) continuum. Then G(X) is at least

1-dimensional.

Among the continua which are locally setwise homogeneous(6) are the universal

plane curve(7), universal curve(8), and compact manifolds of all positive dimen-

sions. Thus the groups of all homeomorphisms of these continua are at least

one dimensional. However, it is easy to show (see Theorem 1.1) that the groups

of all homeomorphisms of the manifolds are infinite dimensional. By methods

similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we see that the groups of homeo-

morphisms of the universal plane curve and universal curve contain infinite

products of nonzero dimensional sets, and are quite possibly infinite dimensional.

However, we have not been able to determine precisely the dimensions of these sets.

As a corollary of the proof of the above theorem, it also follows that if H is

the group of those homeomorphisms of a compact n-manifold, n > 1, which

carry a countable dense subset of the interior of the manifold onto itself, then

H is at least 1-dimensional.

We note that, in §5, we will use a very much simplified version of the proof of

Theorem 2.1 to show nonzero dimensionality for the groups of homeomorphisms

of the examples ofthat section, specifically in Theorem 5.1.

(5) See below for definition.

(«) Ibid.
(J) See §3 for definition.

(8) Ibid.
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Definition 2.1. A chain of open sets °ll: U„---,Un, is a finite, ordered set of

open sets such that

(1) UtnUjiK¡>iK\i-j\£l,
(2) U¡ nUjïcp iff U¡ n Uj ï <p, and

(3) U¡ d: Uj for any pair i,j.

The elements of the chain are called its links.

A subset of ffl will be called a subchain if its elements form a chain with the

order inherited from ^l.

A chain whose links are of diameter < e is called an s-chain.

Definition 2.2. LefW: U„ •■•, {/„beachain of open sets. Then a set A = {a¡}"=0

is called a chain set for ^l if

(1) a0eU,-U2,

(2) a¡eUi n Ui+„ for 1 g i = n - 1, and

(3) a„el/„-£/„_!.

Definition 2.3. Let X be a continuum, and let °U: U,,---,U„ be a chain of

connected open sets of X. Then a chain fr\ V„ •••, Fm of connected open sets

of Z is called a straight refinement of^ii

(1) there exists a chain set A = {a{}".0 for % such that

(a) y is a minimal chain from a0 to a„ with a0 e V, and a„ e Vm,

(b) y* contains v4,

(c) "T* cUi where ^ is the shortest subchain of 'f from a¡-, to a¡ and,

(d) each a¡ is an element of the intersection of 2 links of 'V and

(2) exactly one link of y,- meets the boundary of Ui+1.

A is called an associated chain set for {°ä, ir}.

Note 1. (c) of (1) implies that "P~ is a closed refinement of $£.

Note 2. The chain y in reverse order need not be a straight refinement of the

chain °U in reverse order.

Definition 2.4. The chain y is called a uniform refinement of the chain °ll if

(1) 'f is a straight refinement of ^ and

(2) if 7c; denotes the number of links in f ¡ (of definition 3.1.c), then kt = k

for 1 :g i, j _: n.

The chain y¡ is called the ¡th uniform subchain of'"V. (We note that "f"t depends

on the associated chain set for {°l¿, "T} chosen, only if 'V is not a uniform re-

finement.)

Definition 2.5. Let X be a continuum, '%:U1,---,U„bea chain of connected

open sets of X. A homeomorphism h of X onto itself, 7i supported on °U*, is called

a pseudo translation of k units on °U if there exists a chain set A = {a¡}"=o for

°U such that

hiaj) = ai+k,       for  0 5¡ / ^ « — fc,

(1)
7i(a¡) e TJ„, for  i > n — 7c,
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(2)

hiÜj) c [ (   ÍJ ^ Dj ) - Üt.2 1,        for 1 = i = n - fe,

fe(^ c [ (  LI i fy ) - tfi-al.        for « > » - fc-

/4 is called a c/iain set for <% associated with h.

For any e > 0, we call Ti an s-pseudo translation if (2) can be strengthened to:

i + k

(2*)

KÜd c í ( Ú fy) u Wi) 1,        for 1 = ¿ = b - fe;

7i(fff) <= [ ( LI fy) u ^.(^i)]. for i>n-k,

where NeiU¡) denotes the e-neighborhood of U¡.

Definition 2.6. Let X be a continuum, and let Ql: U „ •••,U„ be a chain of con-

nected open sets of X. Then a homeomorphism ft of X onto itself, 7i supported

on °U*, is called a sliding homeomorphism of k units on °U if there exists a chain

2: D„ ■■■, D„_k of connected open sets such that

(1) D, e t/i+l,

(2) r'CDJc [7, and

hiOd c [ (  U t fy) - Vi-2],       for 1 = i = n - fe;
(3)

n(ff.) c[(y    Í;)- 0,-3 1 ,       for i > « - fe.

® is called an associated chain for h.

For any e > 0, we call 7i an e-sliding homeomorphism of k units on % if (3)

can be strengthened to :

i+k

(3*)

KÜd <= [ ( Û. Vj) u NeiUi) ]\       for 1 = i = n - fe;

K3) = [ ( y; ff, )  U NE(C/,) J ,        for i > n - fe,

where NeiU¡) denotes the e-neighborhood of U¡.

We call h a weak sliding homeomorphism if it satisfies condition (3) above,

but not necessarily (1) and (2).

Definition 2.7. Let X be a continuum, and let H be a subgroup of G(X). Then

X is called locally setwise homogeneous under H if there exist both a basis, S, of

connected open subsets of X, and also a dense subset, B, of X such that for any

element E of «f, and any 2 points a and ¿ of 5 r\ E, there exists a homeomorphism

heH, h supported on E, such that /i(a) = b.
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If X is locally setwise homogeneous under G'X), then X is called locally setwise

homogeneous.

We will call {X, S, B, H} a locally setwise homogeneous structure.

Remark. A locally setwise homogeneous continuum must be locally connected.

Notation: If cê: C„--,C„isa chain of subsets of X, then hijê) will represent

the chain of subsets of X whose links are the sets h'Cj), 1 <; i j£ n.

Lemma 2.1. Let X be a locally connected continuum, and let %: U„ •••, U

be a chain of connected open sets of X. Then for each e > 0, there exists an s-

chain "V which is a straight refinement of' all. The elements of "f can be chosen

from any given basis of connected open sets of X.

Proof. Standard.

Lemma 2.2. Let X be a locally connected continuum, and let °it: U,, ■••, U„

be a chain of connected open sets of X. Then for each s > 0, there exists a uni-

form e-refinement iV of<%.

Proof. Let ô = mini{d'Ui,Ui+2j} and let y < min {«5/3, e}. By Lemma 2.1,

there exists a y-chain "f" which is a straight refinement of 'W. Let A = {a¡}f=0

be an associated chain set for {°ll, "f"}.

Let fef be the number of links in "fu the ith subchain of ~f~, and let fe=max¡{feJ.

We will modify f to a chain W which has the property that, for all i, the number

of links in i(ri is fe.

For each i for which iri contains less than fe links, we choose a link Vt. such

that Vtt<zU„ but Vtir\Uj = <p for j # i. Let a = min^diVt-,, Vi+,)}. Let

7c' = max¡{fe — fe,}, and let b¡e Vt¡_¡ n Vt. and b[e Vt. n Fr.+i. Let ifj be a chain

of connected open sets from b¡ to b[ of mesh < a/fe', whose closures are in Vu.

Let ^'i be the subchain of <<ßi from the last link of if, which meets Vn-, to the

first link of ^f which meets Vt¡+,. Then ^¡contains at least fe' 4- 1 elements. Next,

we modify V¡ to a chain <£" whose links are obtained from 1f¡ by taking, as one

link, the union of all but the first fe — fc¡ links, and by taking the first fe — fe¡ links

of #/ as links of #" also. Then let i(rl be the chain consisting of all links of T^"¡

except Vu which is to be replaced by #/'. Then i(rl has exactly fe links. Let "W be

the chain consisting of the collection of links of the Wjs. Then W is the desired

chain.

Lemma 2.3. Let {X, S, B, H} be a locally setwise homogeneous structure,

let °U: U „ •••, Un be a chain of connected open sets of X, and let e > 0. Then for

each integer fe, 1 _: k _ n, there exists an e-pseudo translation in H of k units

onW.

Proof. Let ô = min^díí/,, Ul+2),e}. Let f bea straight refinement of % of

mesh < ôjn and whose links are elements of ê. By Lemma 2.1, "f exists. Let
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A = {a¡}f=o be a chain set for {°U, "V}, with A c B. (Since B is dense and the

ajs are chosen in open sets, we can get A c B.)

Let "ff. Vu„ —, Vik. be the shortest subchain of "f~ from a¡-, to a¡ in U¡. For

each i, 1 ;£ i _ n,let^>;i be a homeomorphism supported on V¡tí,<j>¡wl eH, and

carrying a¡_, to some point of Fi2. We define </>;j for 1 <j < fe¡ inductively by : cp¡j

is a homeomorphism eH supported on VttJ and carrying (pij-,.<Pi,2<t>i,Aai-\)

to some point of ViJ+,. For j = fc¡, (p¡jeH is supported on F;>J- and

4>iMu-i • ••• ' &,i(«»-i)) = a¡-

Now let ht = (pi,s¡-,.4>i,i where F; s. is the first link of iri meeting

l/i+i, for 1 = i < n, and let hn = <paJCti.<t>n,2<l>n,i- Let g¡ = &,*,.<pliS¡,

for 1 = i < n. Let Tí = n"=Í£¿n"=i rti- Then 7j is a ¿)/w-pseudo translation of 1

unit in H. Further, for this h, hk is a [fc<5/n (< e)] pseudo translation of fc units

on <%, since by this choice of 7i¡, no point can be moved back more than 1 link of "T.

Lemma 2.4. Let X be a locally setwise homogeneous continuum, %: U,,---, U„

be a chain of connected open sets of X, and h be a pseudo translation of fe units

on tf¿. Then there exists a chain 2:D„--,Dn-k, of connected open sets of X

such that (1) Dt c Ut and (2) /z(D¡) c Ui+k. Thus it follows that the chain h'S>)

satisfies the following conditions: (1) hiDj)czUi+k and (2) h~1ihiDj))<= U¡;

that is, h is a sliding homeomorphism of k units on <%.

Proof. Let A = {a¡}"=0 be a chain set for °li associated with h. For i such that

1 = i = n - fc, let

C, = u, n K ( U üt+j)-u*+*]

Then C; is a closed subset of X and C/= C¡ n U¡ is a closed subset of Ut. Let

/)■ = Uf — C[. Then £)¡ is an open subset of U¡, and therefore of X, and

/!(/)■)<= Ui+k. We note that D[ contains both a¡-, and a¡. Further, C[ cannot

separate a^, from a¡, for if it did, then h'C'j) would separate ihia^,) from 7z(a,)—

that is, a¡+fc-i from ai+k. But 7i(C-) n C/,+i = $. This is a contradiction. Let D¡

be the component of D\ which contains both a¡-, and a¡. Then D;c U¡ and

«(Dacrt/,^.

Lemma 2.5. Let {X,¿>,B,H} be a locally setwise homogeneous structure,

and let ^l: U„ ■■■, Un be a chain of connected open sets of X of mesh < e. Let

h be a sliding homeomorphism of fc units on <%, and let 3¡: D,,--,D„_k be an

associated chain for h; that is, (1) Dfc Ul+k and (2) /z_1(D;)c U¡. Let cp be a

ö-sliding homeomorphism of 1 unit on 2, where 20 is less than min¡{d(ff¡_2,

hiÜj) U ff¡)}, and (p is constructed as h is constructed in Lemma 2.3. TTien

(1) <j>h is a sliding homeomorphism ofk + l units on ¿U, and

(2)d(7t,#)<38.
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Proof. (1) Let S: E„---,En^k-, be an associated chain for <p. Then ê is also

an associated chain for (ph.

(2) Clear.

Lemma 2.6. Let X be a continuum, and let h be a sliding homeomorphism

of k units on a chain °U: U „■■•, U„of connectecd open sets of X. Let 2: D„--,D„-k

be an associated chain for h. Let 2e = min,g3{d(ff,_2, 7j(ff¡)U ff,)}. Let

"T: V„"-,Vs.(n-k) be a uniform refinement of 2 of mesh < s, and let tp be a

sliding homeomorphism of s units on ir. Then <j)h is a sliding homeomorphism

of k 4- 1 units on <%.

Proof. Let S: E„---,Es.(„_k_,) be an associated chain for <j>. We form a new

chain &: F„---,F„_k-1 by an amalgamation process from ê, by letting

F¡ = U;=[s-(¡-Di+i-^j- Then F¡c Ui+k+1 and & is an associated chain for

<ph. This is easy to see since (¡>~1iF¡) c D¡ c Ui+k and therefore

h~1i<p~1'Fjj)c h~liDj)cz r/,;thatis,(#)-1(F^c U¡. It is also clear that

#(ff)c= |YjJ     ff,)-ff,_2l.

Thus <ph is a sliding homeomorphism of k -f- 1 units on W.

Lemma 2.7. Let X be a continuum, and let °U: U,,---,U„ be a chain of con-

nected open subsets of X of mesh < s. TTien if h is any homeomorphism of X

onto itself, and <p is a homeomorphism supported on <%* such that

^cd/.-.U^U^j),

i/ien dih,<ph) < 3e.

Proof. Clear.

Lemma 2.8. Let X be a continuum, let {e„}„°=i be a decreasing sequence of

positive numbers such that 2J,e„ exists, and let {sn}™=,,{tn}™=2, and {fe„}^=i

be sequences of integers. Also let {#„}"=!, {</>„}"= i, and {hn}j°=, be sequences such

that

(1) #„: C„t„•■•, CBSii is an e'n-chain of sn connected open sets, where

e'„ < min{en,min¡{d(C„_ij¡_2,Cn_1>¡)}}, and s', = e„

(2) ^„-n is a uniform refinement of a subchain of íf„, wií/i íB+i elements of

&„+, in each element of *€n,

(3) for n^2,<pn_, is a sliding homeomorphism of kn units on #„, where k„ < tn

and thus is a weak sliding homeomorphism of 1 unit on ^n-,,

(4) h,  is a sliding homeomorphism of k,  units on *&,, and for n ^ 2,

(5) hj,l,ijê*) has mesh < e„,for n^.2, and

(6) (p'-^+ui) c CB>i, for 1 g i g: s„ - fc„, where K+ui '« the ith uniform

subchainiof&„+1.
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TTien (1) {hn} is Cauchy and

(2) iTie limit map h is a homeomorphism of X onto itself.

Proof. To show that {h„} is Cauchy, we note that h„ = <pn-,h„-, where <}>„-.,

is supported on #„ and is a weak sliding homeomorphism of 1 unit on <#„-,. By

Lemma 2.7, dih„-„<pn-,hn-,) <3zn-„ and as h„ = <£„_,hn-,, we have

d(7i„_,,hj) <3en_,. But 2e„ < co; therefore {/?„} is Cauchy. Since this is a Cauchy

sequence of homeomorphisms of a compact space, {h„} has a limit map 7z [6, p. 56].

We note that 7i is the infinite product ••• <p3(p2(p,h,.

We show that 7x is onto. Let x0 e X, and let a„ = hj '(x0). We assume that {a„}

converges to some point a oi X; (if not, we choose a convergent subsequence).

Then h„ia„) = x0. We show that 7t(a) = x0 also. Let y¡ -> 0. Since 7t„ -♦ h, for each

y i there exists an integer n¡ such that d(/z„., h) < y¡. Therefore d(/i„.(a„.), hia„jj) < yf ;

that is, d(x0,7r(a„.)) < y¡. But this means that /i(an.) -* x0. Now {an¡} is a sub-

sequence of {a„}. Therefore an. -* a. By the continuity of Ti, 7i(an¡) -♦ Ka). It follows

that x0 = hia). Therefore h is onto.

To show that h is a homeomorphism, it is sufficient, since X is compact, to

show that h is 1-1.

We first observe that p|„^„*is an arc [7, p. 84], or a point. We then note that h

carries ("^„V-iCO ( = Ç\nK\^n)) onto f]n^*. This is true since for each n

and each m > n, hm, as well as h„, carries hjxij€*) onto Í?J. Thus h also carries

K\K) onto #*. It follows that h carries Ç^hjj1^*) onto fj,«"»*, and as

HA"1«) = f|-fc-"-1i(*î). ACfl-*-"-1!^-*)] - ÍX-
We next observe that if x0 $Ç\nhn-i&î) then 7j(x0) is determined at a finite

stage. For there exists an integer JV such that x0$hjj!,($%). Therefore

^jv-i(xo)^^*- But h = (phN_, where <f> is supported on 'tfjf. Thus 7i(x0)

= 7iw_i(x0) = 7i„(x0) for all n > JV — 1, and 7z(x0) is determined at a finite

stage.

Now, to show that h is 1-1, we consider 3 cases. If x ^ y, x, y$C~]„h~l1i'&f),

then by the above comments, h(x) and h(y) are determined at finite stages ; that is,

there exist integers M, JV such that 7i(x) = 7iM(x) = 7im(x) for m> M, and

TiOO = hN(y) = h„(y) for n> N. Let R = max {M, JV}. Then hR(x) = 7i(x) and

hRiy) = Ky). Since hR is a homeomorphism, 7iÄ(x) ,£ hRiy); that is, 7i(x) ̂  Ky).

If x # y, xÇf^nhjL1,^*) and ye^Jijj1,^*), then by the above comments

A(*)*n»*?'but wen»*-*- s° again> fcw# '»w.
Finally, if x^y, x, yeÇ\nh„l,(jë*), let ô — d'x,y). Since for each n, the

mesh of hjjj,(jëj) < e„, and e„ -> 0, there is an JV such that x and y are separated

by at least 8 elements of hj,1.,^^. Therefore hN^,(x) and hN_,(y) are separated

by at least 8 elements of ^N. Now Ti^ is <pN-,hN-, where 4>N-, is a sliding homeo-

morphism of kN units on ^N and, by (6) (pÑ-ii^N+i.d c Qv,¡- Further,

(¡>N-,ihN_,ix)) and (pN_,ihN-,iyj) are both in ^+1 ; that is, Tj^x) and Tijviy) are in

#*+i. Thus hN-,(x) and Tijv-^v) must each be carried at least few — 1 units of #N
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to the right and at most kN 4- 1 units of #w to the right. Thus hNix) and hNiy) are

separated by at least 6 elements of ^y.

Now h = qbhN where cp is supported on c€*+, and is a weak sliding homeo-

morphism of at most 2 units on ^N. This is true since <j> = ••• (pN + 2(pN+, <j>N, where

(p¡ is a weak sliding homeomorphism of 1 unit on "^. Thus cpN can carry hNix)

at most one element of %N to the right. Now (pN+, can carry M^nÍx)) at most two

units of ^jv+i to the right but no more than one more unit of <ëN to the right.

Similarly (pN + 2 can carry <J>n + ÁM^nÍx))) at most two units of ^N+, to the right

and add at most "one-half unit" of &N to the right. In general, <pN+j will move

(pN+j-, •■• (pNhNix) at most 1/2J_1 of a unit of <tSN to the right. Thus, in the limit,

(p can move hN(x) at most three units to the right. Similarly 4> can move hNiy) at

most two units to the left. Thus (phNix) and <phNiy) are separated by at least one

element of ^y, and therefore 7i(x) ̂  /ï(y).

Therefore 7i is 1-1, and thus a homeomorphism of X onto itself.

Theorem 2.1. Let X be a continuum which is locally setwise homogeneous

under the closed subgroup H of G. Then H is at least 1-dimensional.

Proof. We will show that for sufficiently small e > 0, every neighborhood U of

the identity has a point he H on its boundary. We do this by obtaining a sequence

of pairs of homeomorphisms of H, {hn, g„}, such that

(1) hneU,gneCiU),

(2) d(/i„,gn) < 3e„, e„ -> 0, and

(3) {h„} satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.8.

Then

(1) {h„} is Cauchy,

(2) the limit map 7j is a homeomorphism, and

(3) h e Bd U.

Since H is closed, heH, and therefore H is at least 1-dimensional.

Let g be any homeomorphism of X onto itself, g # e. Let x0 be a point of X

such that g(x0) ^ x0, and let e = d(x0, g(x0)). Let U be a neighborhood of the

identity such that diam U < e/3. We will show that H n Bd Í7 ̂  (p.

Let {e„}„°i, be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers such that (1) e, < e/3

and (2) E„e„ < co. Let <&,: C1(1, C, 2, •••, C,St beanei-chain of connected open

sets of X from x0 to g(x0), and let s, be the number of links of '&,. Let h, be a

sliding homeomorphism in H of the largest possible number of units ikj) on %\

such that h, e [/. (We observe that k, < s, — 2, for any sliding homeomorphism

of s, — 2 units moves some point of C,A to some point of C,Si, and there-

fore is of distance more than e/3 from the identity. Thus such a homeo-

morphism is in C(C/).) Since h, is a sliding homeomorphism of k, units on <S1,

there exists a chain S¿,: D, ,,-••,D,Si_ki, whose links are connected open sets

such that
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(l)DlÉJcCu+t(,and
i2)hj1iDUi)<zCUi.

Let ip, be a yi-sliding homeomorphism in H of 1 unit on 3>„ where

2y, < min¡{d(Cli_2, h(C,tí)\JjCjf}, constructed as in Lemma 2.5. Then \p,h,

is a sliding homeomorphism of fct 4- 1 units on (€„ and thus is in C'U). Let

g, = ii,h,. By Lemma 2.7, d'h„gj) <3&,. Then h,eU, g,eC(U), and

dih,,g,)<3&,.
Now e2 > 0. By the uniform continuity of h,1, there exists a 5, > 0 such that

Tjj"1 takes any set of diameter less than ô, to a set of diameter less than e2. Let

^2: C2jl, ■■■,C2tS2 (where s2 = i2 • is, - k,)) be a chain of connected open sets

of mesh less than min {y,,ô„e2}, which is a uniform refinement oí 2,.

Let fa be a sliding homeomorphism in H of the largest possible number of

units fe2 < i2 on ^2 sucn that 4>,h, is an element of U. We note that, by Lemma

2.6, if (j) is a sliding homeomorphism of t2 units on ^2, then <ph, is a sliding homeo-

morphism of fci 4- 1 units on c6„ and therefore must be in C(U). Let h2 = <p,h,.

Since <p, is a sliding homeomorphism of fc2 units on të2, there exists a chain

^2: ^2,i> -">i)2,s2-ifc2' whose links are connected open sets, such that

(1) D2>i c C2,t+kl, and

(2)4>j1(D2tj,czC2-l.

Let \¡/2 be a y2-sliding homeomorphism in if of 1 unit on £¿2, where

2y2<minl{d(C2<i-2,h2(C2l)<JC2u)} constructed as in Lemma 2.5. Then

1^201 is a sliding homeomorphism of fc2 4- 1 units on ^2, and thus i>2<p,h, = i¡/2h2

is in C(U). Let g2 = iA27i2. By Lemma 2.5, d(7i2, g2) < 3e2. Then 7j2 e U, g2e C(U),

and d(7j2, g2) < 3e2.

We continue the above process inductively, thus obtaining sequences of integers,

{fc„} and {s„}, and sequences {&„}, {(pn}, and {hn} which satisfy the hypotheses of

Lemma 2.8. Then {hj} is Cauchy, and converges to a limit homeomorphism h.

Since d(/i„, g„) ->■ 0, g„ -+ h also. Therefore h e Bd U. Since H is closed, and each

h¡eH, he H. It follows that H is at least 1-dimensional.

Corollary 2.1.1. If X is a locally setwise homogeneous continuum, then G'X)

is at least l-dimensional.

Proof. Clear.

Corollary 2.1.2. Let X be a continuum which contains an open set U whose

closure Ü is locally setwise homogeneous. Then G(X) is at least l-dimensional.

Proof. Let G' be the group of all homeomorphisms of ff onto itself, and let //'

be the subgroup of G' which consists of those homeomorphisms of ff onto

itself which are supported on U—that is, which are the identity on ff — 17. Then

it follows easily that H' is a closed subgroup of G', and ff is locally setwise homo-

geneous under H'. Thus, by Theorem 2.1, H' is at least 1-dimensional.
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Let HiX) be the subgroup of GiX) which consists of those homeomorphisms

of X onto itself which are supported on U. Then HiX) can be identified with //',

and it follows that HiX), and therefore GiX), is at least 1-dimensional.

Question. Let X be a locally setwise homogeneous continuum. What is the

dimension of G(X)? Must G(Z) be infinite dimensional? Can it be of finite positive

dimension?

3. Applications of Theorem 2.1. In this chapter we first show that the universal

plane curve(9) and the universal curve(9) are each locally setwise homogeneous.

Thus it follows, as a corollary of Theorem 2.1, that the groups of all homeomor-

phisms of these continua are at least 1-dimensional.

We next assert that the group, H, of those homeomorphisms of a compact

n-manifold M", n > 1, which carry a countable dense subset of (M")° onto itself

is at least 1-dimensional. We note in Corollary 2 of Lemma 3.3 that M" is locally

setwise homogeneous under H. However, by Corollary 1 of Lemma 3.3, H is

dense in GiM"). Thus Theorem 2.1 does not apply directly, since the limit homeo-

morphism h, of the sequence of homeomorphisms {h¡} of H, may not be in H.

However, in the latter half of this section, we will indicate how the proof of

Theorem 2.1 can be modified so that h must be in //.

Definition 3.1. The standard construction for the universal plane curve is the

following : Let S be a square plus its interior in the plane. Divide S into 9 equal

squares, and remove the interior of the middle ninth. Break each of the remaining

8 squares into 9 equal squares, and remove the interiors of their middle ninths.

Continue the process inductively. The set which remains is a continuum called

the universal plane curve.

This continuum has been characterized by G. T. Whyburn [3] as the only

locally connected, 1-dimensional, plane continuum with no local cut points.

If M is any such continuum imbedded in the plane, then the simple closed

curve which bounds the unbounded complementary domain of M is called the

outer boundary of M and is denoted by C0. The collection of simple closed curves,

different from C0, and which bound complementary domains of M, will be denoted

by {C;}f=1. The points of M not on any complementary bounding simple closed

curve are called its interior points.

Definition 3.2. The standard construction for the universal curve is the follow-

ing: Let Fi, F2, and F3 be 3 faces of the solid cube C in E3 such that no 2 of

these faces are opposite each other. We remove portions of C by punching out,

to the opposite side, the interiors of the middle ninths of F„ F2, and F3. We next

punch out, to the opposite side, the interiors of the middle ninths of each of the

remaining 8 squares in F„ F2, and F3, and we continue the process inductively.

The remaining set is a continuum called the universal curve.

This continuum has been characterized by R. D. Anderson, Theorem 12 of [2],

(9) See below for definition.
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as the only locally connected, 1-dimensional continuum with no local cut points,

such that no open subset is imbeddable in the plane.

Definition 3.3. Let M be a separable metric space such that, for some n, each

point of M has a neighborhood whose closure is homeomorphic to an n-cell.

Then M is called a manifold.

Lemma 3.1. Let M be the universal plane curve. Then there exists a basis, $,

of connected open sets of M such that the closure of each element of S is homeo-

morphic to the universal plane curve.

Proof. We think of M as having its standard construction in the plane. First

we will decompose M into 4 "equal" subcontinua, which intersect, pairwise,

in Cantor sets or in the empty set. We accomplish this by chopping up M by means

of a vertical and a horizontal line in E2 through the midpoints of 2 adjacent sides.

Each of the 4 subcontinua is the closure of an open set and is also a universal

plane curve, whose outer boundary meets both the interior of M and also points

of some of the complementary bounding simple closed curves of M.

We next break up each of the 4 universal plane curves in a similar manner, thus

obtaining 16 "equal" universal plane curves, each of which is the closure of an

open set, and such that the intersection of any two is empty or is a Cantor set.

Continue the process inductively. We observe that the diameters of these sets

have limit 0.

We now enlarge each of these sets slightly, accomplishing this again by means

of vertical and horizontal lines near the lines determining these sets, and inter-

secting M in Cantor sets. Then the collection of interiors of each of these new

sets forms the desired basis.

Lemma 3.2. Let M be a universal plane curve, and let a and b be interior

points of M. Then there exists an arc JV in M, such that N contains a and b, and

JV lies in the interior of M, except for its endpoints which are in C0.

Proof. By a theorem of R. L. Moore [7, p. 363] there exists a monotone map

(p of M onto a disk D, (which we think of as the unit disk in E2), such that the

nondegenerate inverses of M are the elements of {C¡}f=1. Let C = [J^, Ch and

let A = (piC). Then A is a countable dense subset of the interior of D, and </>(a)

and <¡>(b) are two points of D° — A.

Let P, be a polygonal arc from some point of Bd D to <£(a), which misses

A U {<l>ib)} and which lies, except for one endpoint, in D°. Let P2 be a polygonal

arc in D° from $(a) to <p(b) and which misses A U Pf. Let P3 be a polygonal

arc from 4>'b) to some point of Bd D which misses AKJ P,\J P2° and which lies,

except for one endpoint, in D °. Thus P = P, U P2 U P3 is a polygonal arc which

lies, except for its endpoints, in D° — A.

Let JV = </>_1(P). Then JV c M, and is the desired arc.
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Theorem 3.1. The universal plane curve, M, is locally setwise homogeneous.

Proof. Let B be the set of interior points of M. Then B is a dense subset of M.

Let S be the basis of open sets constructed in Lemma 3.1. Let EeS, and let

a, beB C\E. We will show that there exists an h eGiM) such that h is supported

on E and hid) = b.

By Lemma 3.2, there exists an arc JV0 in Ë such that JV0 contains a and b,

and JV0 lies in the interior of Ë, except for its endpoints, which are in the outer

boundary of Ë.

The outer boundary of Ë, together with JV0, forms a 0-curve, JV. Let N = N, U JV2

where N, and JV2 are simple closed curves such that N, n JV2 = JV0, and N, is

the outer boundary of the universal plane curve Q„ and JV2 is the outer boundary

of the universal plane curve Q2.

Let <p be any homeomorphism of JV onto itself such that tp carries a to b and is

the identity on JV — JV0. We note that <f> is the identity on the outer boundary of Ë.

Let <p, = (PIN,, and let 4>2 — (p\N2. By Theorem 1 of [3], there exist extensions

<p* of (j), to Q, and cp% of <p2 to Q2. Let h be the homeomorphism of M onto itself

which is the identity outside Ë, <j>* on Q„ and (p* on Q2. Then h is a homeo-

morphism of M onto itself, 7i is supported on E, and /i(a) = 7j. Thus, the universal

plane curve is locally setwise homogeneous.

Corollary 3.1.1. The group of all homeomorphisms of the universal plane

curve is at least l-dimensional.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1 above.

Theorem 3.2. The universal curve is locally setwise homogeneous.

Proof. This is just a rewording of a statement given in the proof of Theorem 16

of [2].

Corollary 3.2.1. The group of all homeomorphisms of the universal curve is

at least l-dimensional.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.2 above.

We next consider the group, H, of those homeomorphisms of a compact

n-manifold, M", n > 1, which carry a countable dense subset, A = {a,}°°=1

of (M")° onto itself. We indicate how the proof of Theorem 2.1 can be modified

to show that H is at least 1-dimensional.

Modification of proof of Theorem 2.1. We will establish below, in Lemmas

3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, the existence in H of sliding homeomorphisms of fe units,

1 _ k ;£ m, on a chain 'if: C,,---, Cm, in M". Thus we may choose the sequences

of sliding homeomorphisms, {7i¡} and {g¡} of Theorem 2.1, to be elements of //.

Since the manifold is of dimension greater than 1, we may further require that 1ê*

miss a¡. Thus O^* misses A, and the limit homeomorphism, h, carries A onto

itself. It follows that h e H, and thus H is nonzero dimensional.
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We now prove the necessary lemmas.

Lemma 3.3. Let U be a connected open subset of a compact manifold, M,

and let A = {aj}jL, be a countable dense subset of U OM°. Let h be a

homeomorphism supported on U. Then for each e > 0, there exists a home-

omorphism g supported on U such that dih,g) < s and giA) = A.

Proof(10). Let {e;} be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers such that

Ee¡ < s. Let b, be the first point in the sequence {a¡} such that at least one of

h~\bj) and hib,) is not in A. Let U, and V, be disjoint ^-neighborhoods of b,

and Kb,), respectively, whose boundaries miss A U hiA), and each of which

misses a¡ and h'aj) for each a¡ which precedes b, in the ordering of A. Let tp, be. a

homeomorphism supported on U, and carrying some point of hiA) to b„ if

7j_1(/ji) is not in A. Otherwise, let cp, be the identity. Let \j/, be a homeomorphism

supported on V, and carrying h'bj) to some point of A, if h'b,) is not in A.

Otherwise, let \j/, be the identity. Let g, = il/,<l),h. Then d'h,g,) < e,, and gj1(b1)

and g,ib,) are in A as well as gj\a¡) and gi(a,) for each a¡ preceeding b,. The

homeomorphism g, is a first approximation to g.

We again note that gj1ia¡) and g,ia¡) are elements of A for all a¡ which precede

b„ as well as for b,. Let 7j2 be the first point in the ordering of A such that at least

one of gi"1(/j2) and g,ib2) is not in A. Since gj1 is uniformly continuous, there is

a ¿i > 0 such that gj! takes any (5x-set to a set of diameter < e2. Let i/2 and F2

be two disjoint, connected, open sets of diameter less than min {¿>!,£2} and contain-

ing b2 and g,ib2) respectively, with the following restrictions:

(1) if b2eU, (or V,) then 02 c U, (or V,),

(2) if g,ib2) e U, (or FJ then F2 c U, (or V,),

(3) if b2 e C(U, U FJ then U2 c C(l/i U V,), and

(4) if gi(i>2) e C(t/i U Fi) then F2 c C(r/, u F,).

We also require that Bd U2 and Bd F2 miss A U g,iA) (a countable set) and that

U2 and F2 each miss all the (finitely many) points a¡ and hiaj) for a¡ preceding 7j2.

Let cp2 be a homeomorphism supported on 7J2 and carrying some point of g,iA) to

i>2, if gj 1ib2) is not in A; let i/^2 be a homeomorphism supported on F2 and

carrying g!(7j2) to some point of A, if g,'b2) is not in A. Let g2 = il/,<p,g,. Then

d(gi,g2) < £2, and gj1^) and g2(¿2) are in ¿1, as well as g'^iaj) and g2(a,) for all

a¡ preceding b2.

We continue the above process inductively, with the following additional

restriction : we require that t/„ and V„ be entirely contained in any U, or Vh i < n,

which it meets. Thus we obtain a sequence of homeomorphisms, {g;}, such that

d(g¡-i, g;) < £¡- Since 2Zs¡ < 00, {g¡} is Cauchy, and thus converges to a map g.

We will show that g is 1-1, and therefore a homeomorphism.

Let x 5¿ y, and let 5 = dix,y). There exists an integer JV such that for « > JV,

(10) This proof was outlined to me by R. D. Anderson.
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the diameter of gj-,iU„) < ô and the diameter of gj-,iV„) < «5. Then not both

g„_i(x) and g„-i(y) can be in the same one of these sets Un or F„. Thus if

g„_ i(x) e U„ (or F„) and gn-,iy)$ U„ (or Vj), then because of the (partial)l towering

of the Ujs (or Vjs), gix)eUn (or Vj) and giy)$Un (or FJ; that is, g(x) # giy).

If neither g„_i(x) nor gn-,iy) is in any U„ or F„ for n > N, then each is determined

at a finite stage ; that is, g(x) = gNix) and g( v) = g¡v(>0 for some JV, and since gN

is a homeomorphism, gN(x) # gjv(y)- So again we have g(x) / g(y). Thus g is 1-1

and therefore a homeomorphism.

Since d(/j,g1)<e1, and dig¡_„gj)<£¡, it follows that d(h,g)< Ze¡ < e.

Thus g is the desired homeomorphism.

Remark. In the above proof, the sequence {s¡} could have been chosen to be a

decreasing sequence of numbers with 8i < e, and so that e¡ -* 0. The limit map

g would still exist and be the desired homeomorphism.

Corollary 3.3.1. The group of those homeomorphisms of a compact manifold,

M, taking a countable dense subset of M° onto itself, is dense in the group of all

homeomorphisms of the manifold.

Proof. Clear.

Corollary 3.3.2. Let M be a compact manifold, A be a countable dense

subset of M°, and H be the group of those homeomorphisms of M onto itself,

which carry A onto itself. Then M is locally setwise homogeneous under H.

Proof. Let U be a connected open set in M, let a, beU n A. It is easy to

show that there is a homeomorphism 7j e GiM) such that 7i(a) = b, and h is sup-

ported on U. By Lemma 3.3,7i can be modified to a homeomorphism g such that g

is supported on U and giA) = A. We can insure that gia) — b, simply by choosing

each of the Ujs and F;'s of Lemma 3.3 so that they miss the point b.

Thus g is a homeomorphism supported on U such that gia) = b, giA) = A,

and g e //. It follows that M is locally setwise homogeneous under H.

Remark. We observe that if M is a 1-manifold, then H is zero dimensional.

(This is easy to prove.) Thus local setwise homogeneity of a space under a group, H,

is not sufficient to guarantee that H is at least 1-dimensional. Therefore the hypoth-

esis of Theorem 2.1, that H be closed, cannot be omitted without substituting some

other condition to insure that H is at least 1-dimensional.

Lemma 3.4. Let <€: C„--,C„ be a chain of connected open spheres of the

compact manifold, M, whose boundaries miss a countable dense set A of M°.

Let h be a sliding homeomorphism of k units on f€, let ô = min;{d(C;_2,fc(ff¡))},

and let e<ô. We note that ô > 0. Then there exists a homeomorphism g such

that dig,h) < e, giA) = A, and g is also a sliding homeomorphism of k units

on'ë.

Proof.   Let 3>: Di,"-,D„_ibeachainsothat(l)Dic: Ci+kand(2) h~\D¡) cz C¡.
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We may further require that U¡{Bd Djj miss A u hiA), for, if not, we can always

choose a chain <f which is a straight refinement of & and such that the boundary

of each of its links misses A U hiA). Then the chain whose elements are

{<f*}"=î satisfies all these properties.

We construct g as a limit of a sequence {g¡}, as in Lemma 3.3, with the

following additional restriction : each ff¡ and Pj is a subset of either 3>* or C'S>*),

and lies entirely in any C¡ which it meets. Then dig, h) < e, giA) = A, and g is

also a sliding homeomorphism of fc units on '€.

Lemma 3.5. Let M be a manifold, let c€: C„--,C„ be a chain of connected

open sets of M, and let A be a countable dense subset of M°. Let H be the group of

those homeomorphisms of M which carry A onto itself. Then for each integer

fe, 1 è fe = n, íTiere exists a sliding homeomorphism, h, of k units on cé, and such

that heH.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.4 above, and Lemma 2.4 of §2, which

asserts the existence of sliding homeomorphisms.

Thus, with the proofs of these lemmas, we have completed (the outline of) the

proof of the following:

Theorem 3.3. The group of those homeomorphisms of a compact n-manifold,

M", n > 1, which carry a countable dense subset of (M")° onto itself, is at least

l-dimensional.

Question 1. What is the dimension of the group of homeomorphisms of the

universal plane curve? universal curve?

Question 2. What is the dimension of the group of those homeomorphisms of a

compact n-manifold, n > 1, which carry a countable dense subset of the interior

of the n-manifold onto itself?

4. 1-dimensional continua. In this section we investigate the dimensions of

the groups of homeomorphisms of 1-dimensional continua. It is known and

easy to show (see Theorem 1.1) that the group of homeomorphisms of an arc is

infinite dimensional. On the other hand, there are dendrons and other 1-dimen-

sional continua [8] which admit no homeomorphisms onto themselves, other

than the identity.

Our main results are the following:

(1) The group of homeomorphisms, G, of a regular curve(n), M, is either

O-dimensional or infinite dimensional. G is infinite dimensional if M contains a

free arc(12), O-dimensional otherwise.

(It) A regular curve is a continuum in which every point has arbitrarily small neighborhoods

with finite boundaries [5, p. 96]. A regular curve is locally connected [4, p. 99].

(12) Pi free arc is an arc whose interior is an open subset of the space.
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(2) For each positive integer n, there exists a rational curve(*3), M„, such that

1 = dim GiMj) = n, and GiMj) is homeomorphic to the product of n 1-dimension-

al groups.

Definition 4.1. Let M be a regular curve, B an order basis(14) for M. Let

iV : W,, • • ■, W„ be a cover of M of mesh < e with the following properties for each i :

(1) Wt is a continuum which is the closure of an open set,

(2) Bd W¡ is a finite subset of B, and

(3) FF£ Pi Wj = Bd Wt n Bd IF,- for each j ¿ i. Then W is called a regular

e.-cover with respect to B.

Lemma 4.1. Let M be a regular curve and let B be an order basis for M

which contains all the local cut points of order'15) ^ 3. Then for each e > 0,

there exists a regular e-cover with respect to B.

Proof. Let 'W be a finite e/3-cover of M whose elements have finite boundaries.

We will modify the cover °ll to obtain a cover °U', each of whose elements has a

finite boundary in B. Let B' be the set of boundary points of elements of °U. This

is a finite set, and therefore there exists a S > 0 such that d'b,, bj) > ô for each

pair b¡, bjeB'. Let beB' on the boundary of some Ue^l. If b is also in B, we

leave it alone. If not, there are 2 possibilities: (1) b is not a local cut point, or (2) b is

a local cut point of order 2. In the first case U \j {b} is also open, and we add b

to U. In the second case, there exists a neighborhood JV,, of b of diameter

< min {ô, e/3} with Bd Nb containing at most 2 points in B, since B is an order

basis for M. We add such a neighborhood to U. Thus we have modified each

element of ^ a finite number of times. We now have a new cover %" of open sets

of diameter < e, each of which has a finite boundary which is a subset of B. We

choose a minimal subcover °ll' of <W".

Let °U' have the elements U'„ U2, ••-, U'm. Then we obtain a new cover 'f in the

following way: let

Fi = ~U~[,       Vk=U'k-\J   Ü\ for fc > 1.
¡ = i

Then "V has at most m elements, "f" is a finite cover of M of mesh < e whose

elements are the closures of open sets, and whose boundaries are finite subsets of

B. Let iV be the collection of components of the elements of "f". Since each element

(13) A rational curve is a continuum in which every point has arbitrarily small neighborhoods

with countable boundaries [5, p. 96]. A rational curve need not be locally connected.

(!■*) B is an order basis for a regular curve M if every point xeM has arbitrarily small

neighborhoods ¡7* with boundaries in B such that the number of points on Bd U* is less than

or equal to the order of x [5, p. 277]. (See footnote 15 for definition of "order".)

(!5) The order of a point x of M is the smallest number n for which there exist arbitrarily

small neighborhoods with boundaries consisting of less than or equal to n points, if such exists.

If not, we say the point is of infinite order [5, p. 97-99].
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of V has only a finite number of boundry points, and each of these can belong

to at most 1 component of that element, iV is finite. Then #^ is the desired cover.

Lemma 4.2. Let M be a regular curve, b a local cut point of M, and JV a

connected neighborhood of b such that JV — b = A,KJ A2 where A, and A2

are mutually separate sets. Let S be a sphere about b 'the set of all points a

fixed distance from b) such that S c JV and S n A, #0 and S C\ A2=£0.

Then there exists an arc Cfrom some point of S n A, to some point of S C\ A2

such that C° is a subset of the "interior" of S.

Proof.   Standard.

Lemma 4.3. Let M be a regular curve, U be a connected open subset of M

such that ff contains no local cut points of M of order > 2 and such that Bd U

is a finite set of local cut points of M. Then ff ¿5 a regular curve containing no

local cut points of order > 2 iin D).

Proof.   Clear.

Lemma 4.4. Let M be a regular curve containing no local cut points of order

> 2. Then M is an arc or a simple closed curve.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that every point of M is of order at most two

[5, p. 267]. Let B be a countable dense set of local cut points of order two of M.

We know that B exists by [4, p. 63]. Then B is an order basis for M [5, p. 278].

Suppose there exists a point p' eM of order greater than two. We show that

there then exists a point p e M of order greater than two such that some arc of M

contains p in its interior. Let IF be a neighborhood of p' such that W is connected,

Bd IF contains at least three points, and the boundary of each small regular

neighborhood of a boundary point of IF contains one point in C(IF). Let a, and a2

be two points of Bd IF. Let A, be an arc from a, to p' in W, missing a2. A, exists

since the boundary of a sufficiently small regular neighborhood of a2 must have a

point in C(IF), but if A, contained a2 in its interior, both boundary points of small

regular neighborhoods of a2 would be in IF. Similarly, there exists an arc ^42 from

a2 to p' in Wmissing a,. Let p" be the first point of A2 in the order from a2 to p',

which is also on A,. Then p" =£ a,. If p" = p', then let p = p', and A, U A2 is the

required arc. If p" precedes p' on A„ then p" is a point of order at least three.

Let p = p", and A, is the required arc.

Thus we may suppose, by way of contradiction, that there exists a point p of

order greater than two such that some arc S of M contains p in its interior. Let U

be a small regular neighborhood of p such that ff is connected, and the boundary

of each small regular neighborhood of a boundary point of U must have one of

its elements in C(C/). Let a be a boundary point of U on S, and let A be an arc

from a to p in ff such that A cz S. Then A must contain local cut points of ff and
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therefore of M. For let F be any sufficiently small regular neighborhood of a.

Then Bd F consists of two points, one of which (say q), is in U. Therefore q will

separate a from p in ff, and therefore q will be a local cut point of M.

Now, let JV be the set of local cut points of M on A which separate a from p

in D, and let b be the lub of JV in the order from a to p. We will show that b ^ p

and b = p each lead to a contradiction. Thus, our original assumption that there

is a point of order greater than two in M must be false.

Case I. Suppose b = p. Let A' be the arc which is the union of the following

two arcs : A and the arc A" from p to some point c on S such that

(1) p is between a and c, and

(2) the arc from p to c on S is a subset of U.

There exists a sequence of points {xj converging to p on A' such that x¡ separates

a from p in ff. We show that x¡ separates a from c in ff. If there exists an arc Tin

ff from a to c missing x¡, then T together with the arc from p to c on S is a con-

nected set containing a and p. Thus x¡ would not separate a from p. This is a

contradiction. Therefore x¡ must separate a from c in ff.

Now p is the lub {x,}, and p precedes c. We show that p also separates a from c

in ff. Suppose not. Then there exists an arc y from a to c in ff missing p. Let y be

the last point of Y r\ A in the order from a to p. Then there exists an integer n

such that x„ is between y and p. Further x„ is not on Y. Thus the portion of Y from y

to c, together with the portion of A from a to y is a connected set containing a and

c, but missing x„. Thus x„ does not separate a from c. This is a contradiction. It

follows that p separates a from c in ff.

Therefore p is a local cut point of M. But then p must be of order two. But again,

this is a contradiction, since our original assumption was that p was of order at

least three. Thus the assumption that b = p is false.

Case 2. Suppose b # p. Then b precedes pon A; that is, b is between a and p.

li beN, then 7j is of order two. Otherwise, there exists a sequence {y¡} of points

on A such that (1) yt-+ b with y¡ between a and b and (2) y, separates a from p

in ff. By an argument similar to that in Case 1, b also separates a from p in ff.

Thus fe must be a local cut point of M and therefore must be of order two. Let O

be a small regular neighborhood of b, missing p, and such that one of the two

boundary points of O, say r, is on A between b and p, and the other is on A between

a and b.

We show that r also separates a from p in ff Let D be the component of

(ff — b) which contains a. Then D is open in ff. Therefore DuOis open in ff,

contains a, misses p, and has r as its only boundary point. Thus ¡r separates

a from p in ff.

But this contradicts the fact that b was the lub of JV. Thus the assumption that

b # p is false.

Therefore we see that b — p and b ± p each lead to a contradiction. Thus our

very first assumption that there is a point of order at least.three in M must be false.
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Thus every point of M is of order at most two. The points of B are of order two.

Therefore M is a curve of the second order(16), and it follows that M is an arc or a

simple closed curve [5, p. 267].

Theorem 4.1. Let M be a regular curve with a dense set of local cut points

of order > 2. Then GiM) is O-dimensional.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that for each e > 0, there is an open and closed

set H of diameter < 4e which contains the identity.

Let e > 0, and let B be the set of local cut points of order > 2 of M. We know

that B is countable and dense and therefore an order basis for M [5, pp. 164, 278].

By Lemma 4.1, there exists a cover iVoiM which is a regular e-cover with respect to B.

Let B' = {beB: there exist i,j, i #/, with b a point of W¡ r\ W¡, W¡, W¡eW}.

Since M is locally connected, and B' is a finite set, we can find about each b e B' a

locally connected neighborhood Nb such that the set {Nb:beB'} satisfies the

following property: Ñbl c\Ñbj = 0, if b-t # b¡. Let Sb be a sphere about b (the

set of all points a fixed distance from b) which is contained in Nb and which

contains no point of B. We further require that Sb be small enough so that it

contains points of each Wt which contains b. Such a sphere exists, since B is

countable. Let S = {JbeB' Sb, and let A¡ = S O Wt. We note that A¡ is a closed

subset of W¡°.

Let H = {heGiM): h(Aj) c Wj}. It is clear that eeH, since eiAj) = A¡ c W,.

We show that H is open, closed, and of diameter < 4e.

We first show that H is open. Let heH. Then hiAj) is a closed subset of

IF?. Let <5 = min¡{dihiA¡), complement of W°)}. Since these are disjoint closed sets,

S is positive. Let K be a ¿-sphere of homeomorphisms about h. We show that

K c H. Let g e K. Then d'h'x), g(x)) < 8 for all x, in particular for x e A¡.

Therefore giAj) a W¡ and it follows that g e H.

We next show that H is closed. Let {h„} be a sequence of homeomorphisms of//

such that {7j„} converges to some homeomorphism h. We show that heH. Let

xeAk. Then hn(x)eWk for all n. Since Wk is closed, h(x)eWk also. Therefore

KAk)cz Wk; that is, heH.

Finally we show that the diameter of H is less than 4e. Clearly eeH. It is suf-

ficient to show that if heH, d(7i, e) < 2e. It then follows by the triangle inequality

that diameter H < 4s. To this end, let 7z e H and suppose that x e IF,^ and 7i(x)e Wh

where WtlC\ WÍ2 = (p. We will show that this is impossible; that is, d(x,(7i(x)) < 2e.

Let B" = {b„ •••, bj} be the points of Bd IF¡2; that is, the points of B' n Wi2.

Let Cj be an arc from some point of A¡2 to some point of A¡ for i # i2, such that

Cj c (S,^. plus its interior). By Lemma 4.2, such C/s exist. We note that C¡ contains

bj. We therefore have afinite collection of pairwise disjoint arcs C„ ■••, Cr whose

union contains B". Since each of these arcs C¡ has an endpoint whose image in is

(!6) A curve of the nth order is a continuum which contains no points of order > n, but at

least 1 point of order n [5, p. 98].
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W°Í2 and an endpoint whose image is not in W-t2, and since B" separates IF¡°2 from

CiW¡2), 7j(C°) must contain at least 1 point of B". But we have a total of r disjoint

arcs (and therefore their images are disjoint) and these must contain at least r

points of B". Therefore h'[Jri = ,Cf) contains B".

We will construct arc C which misses \Jr¡ = ,C?, but such that /i(C') must also

contain a point of B". Let ye IF¡2. Since M is locally connected, there exists an

arcCfromxtoy. (Recall that x e Wu a 7i(x)e Wl2.) LetS' = í(\J¡^1Sbi)r\CiWíj)'].

Since B" separates WÍ2irom C(IF¡2), S' separates Wi2 from all elements of "W not

meeting IF¡2. Therefore C must contain a point of S'. Let z be the first point of S'

on C, and let C be the subarc of C from x to z. Then C r\i\Jri = ,Cf) =0,

7i(z)e W¡ for some j # i2, and 7x(x)e Wi2. But the last 2 conditions imply that

h(C') must contain some point of B". However, as noted above, B" c 7j([J¡m ,C°)

and C nU'.iC? =0, and therefore Ti(C')n 7i(Uir=iC?) =0. This is a con-

tradiction.

Theorem 4.2. The group of homeomorphisms of a regular curve M is either

0- or co-dimensional. It is co -dimensional if M contains a free arc. It is 0-

dimensional otherwise.

Proof. If M contains a free arc A, let H be the set of homeomorphisms of M

onto itself, supported on A. Then H can be identified with the group of home-

omorphisms of an arc keeping the endpoints fixed. But this is oo-dimensional.

(See Theorem 1.1.)

If M does not contain a free arc, we show that M must contain a dense set of

local cut points of order > 2, and therefore by Theorem 4.1, GiM) is O-dimens-

ional. We do this by proving the contrapositive.

Suppose M does not contain a dense set of local cut points of order > 2. Then

there exists a connected, open set U c M such that ff contains no local cut point

of M of order > 2, and such that Bd U is a finite set of local cut points of M.

(We choose U so that Bd U is contained in some order basis.) By Lemma 4.3, ff is a

regular curve containing no local cut points of order > 2. By Lemma 4.4, ff is an

arc or a simple closed curve. It follows that M contains a free arc.

Thus we have shown that if M does not contain a free arc, it contains a dense

set of local cut points of order > 2, and thus GiM) is O-dimensional.

Theorem 4.3. There exist rational curves whose full groups of homeomor-

phisms are exactly 1-dimensional.

Discussion of proof. We will construct such continua in more detail in §5.

The properties of their groups of homeomorphisms will be proved directly, or

will be similar to, or follow from, other theorems in that section. Briefly, the

continua are constructed by use of a sequence of dendrons {£),} converging to a

limit arc D, in such a way that exactly 1 endpoint of each Dt meets the left-hand

endpoint of D, and exactly 1 other endpoint of each D¡ meets the right-hand
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endpoint of D. This is constructed carefully so that each D¡ admits only countably

many homeomorphisms onto itself, and any homeomorphism of such a continu-

um onto itself, when restricted to the limit arc D, is just a "translation" of D

onto itself.

Theorem 4.4. For each positive integer n, there exist rational curves, Rn,

whose full groups of homeomorphisms, G„, are at least one and at most n-dimen-

sional. In fact, G„ is homeomorphic to the product of n 1-dimensional sets.

Discussion of proof. We construct these continua in detail in §5 also. They

are obtained by taking the union, M, of n different continua, M¡, constructed

for Theorem 4.3, in such a way that the ¡th and (i + l)th meet only at an endpoint

of their limit arcs. Then the group of homeomorphisms of M is just the product

of the groups of homeomorphisms of the Mjs.

Remark: If a 1-dimensional continuum is not a rational curve, then its group

of homeomorphisms may be O-dimensional, as for example in [8] or it may be at

least 1-dimensional, as in the case of the universal plane curve and the universal

curve. Certainly it may be infinite dimensional; simply attach a free arc to a point

of the outer boundary of a universal plane curve.

Question 1. Do there exist 1-dimensional nonrational curves whose groups of

homeomorphisms are of finite positive dimension?

Question 2. Do there exist one-dimensional, locally connected continua whose

groups of homeomorphisms are of finite positive dimension?

5. Continua with finite, positive dimensional groups of homeomorphisms. In this

section we will construct continua such that the groups of all homeomorphisms

of these continua are exactly 1-dimensional. We then modify these continua by

taking, in some cases unions, in other cases sets which are like unions, of these

continua, and thus obtain continua, M„, such that 1 = dim G'Mj) = n, and

GiMj) is the product of n 1-dimensional sets. We also show that these continua

may be rational curves.

Our method of procedure is the following. We will first construct an auxiliary

space—a compact set, K, such that G(/Q is exactly 1-dimensional. We then

"extend" K to a continuum, M, such that GiM) is both topologically and al-

gebraically the same as G(K). Thus M is a continuum such that GiM) is exactly

1-dimensional.

Construction of certain dendrons. It is well known that there exist dendrons

which admit no homeomorphisms onto themselves other than the identity. Any

dendron which is constructed so that it contains a dense set of branch points,

no two of which have the same order, is such an example.

We show that there are uncountably many such dendrons. Let/ be a function

from the set of natural numbers greater than or equal to 3 to the set {0,1}. Let

Df be a dendron which includes exactly 1 cut point of order n iff/(n) = 1. Since
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there are uncountably many such functions, there are uncountably many such

dendrons.

Construction of the continua Kn. It is easy to show, using the dendrons of the

previous section, that for each positive integer n, there is a continuum, (in fact,

a regular curve (17), K„, such that G(/sTn) is cyclic of order n(18). We construct

these continua for use in the next construction.

Let C be a circle of radius r about the origin in E2, and consider the set of

points of C with polar coordinates (r, 2nk/n), for each integer fe, 0 ^ fc < n. These

will be called the "vertices" of Kn. Let D be a dendron admitting exactly one

homeomorphism such that

(1) the branch points of D form a dense set of points, no two of which have

the same order,

(2) D lies in a neighborhood of the arc A of C from (r, 0) to (r, 2%\n) and

contains this arc, A,

(3) the endpoints of A are endpoints of D,

(4) if P is a point of D, other than the endpoints of A, and the polar coor-

dinates of P are 'r, 9), then 0 < 6 < 2n ¡n. Let r„ be the counterclockwise, period

n rotation, about the origin, of E2 onto itself. We note that [r„(D)] C\D = (r,2n¡n).

We define K„ as follows: Let K„ = U"«o *■£(#)•

Clearly, G(K„) contains a cyclic group of order n. Furthermore these "ro-

tations" are the only homeomorphisms of K„ onto itself.

Theorem (See Theorem 2.3 and 2.6). There exists a compact set K such that

GiK) is exactly l-dimensional.

Construction of K. Let C„ be a circle of radius 1 — 1 ¡n about the origin in E2.

Then C„ -* T, where Tis the unit circle about the origin. We construct, in a small

neighborhood of each C„, a regular curve, Kn, as constructed above, so that

K„r\Km = <p, for n^m. Since, for our construction, Km z> Cm, for all m, in

particular for m>n, K„ n T=4>. Let K = i{J„K„) U T. Then K is the desired set.

To show this, we first prove some lemmas.

Definition 5.1.   The set

'■"(('-.'t)!«H
will be called the set of vertices of K„. Let F= [Jn F„. Then Fis called the set

of vertices of K.

Lemma 5.1. Let h be a homeomorphism of K onto itself such that, for some

point x0 in T, 7i(x0) = x0. Then h | T is the identity.

(!7) See §4 for definition.

(!8) J. de Groot in [8] and [9] has constructed continua with these properties, but from

a somewhat different point of view.
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Proof. Let {v¡}, v¡ e V¡, be a sequence of vertices of K converging to x0.

Then h(i)¡) -» x0 also. Since 7j | K¡ is a rotation, it follows that {h | Kj} converges

to a rotation of T, which must be the 0-rotation (since 7i(x0) = x0); that is, 7i| T

must be the identity.

Definition 5.2. Let r be a rotation of Tonto itself. An extension hoir,h: K-» K

is called a *-extension if d'h,e) = d(r,e | T).

Lemma 5.2. Let r be a rotation of T onto itself with r<n. Then there

exists a *'-extension h of r.

Proof. Let rn be the counterclockwise period n rotation about the origin

in E2. For each positive integer n, let fc„ be the largest nonnegative integer less

than n, for which r*" is a rotation which is less than or equal to r. Let h:K-^»K

be defined by h\Kn = rk„n¡K„; h\ T=r. Then h is a ""-extension of r.

Lemma 5.3. Let h be a homeomorphism of K onto itself. Then h | T is a

rotation.

Proof. Suppose 7i | T is not a rotation. Let x0 e T such that 7z(x0) ¥= x0, and

let r < n be a (possibly clockwise) rotation of Tonto itself such that r(x0) = h~ 1ix0).

By Lemma 5.2, there exists an extension r', of r, to K. Let g = hr'. Then

g(x0) = x0, for g(x0) = hir'x0) = h(r'(x0)) = h'h ~ '(x,,)) = x0. However, by

Lemma 5.1, g\ T must be the identity; that is, h\ T= r~l , and therefore h | T

is a rotation. This is a contradiction.

Lemma  5.4.   GiK) is complete.

Proof. Let {h¡} be a Cauchy sequence of homeomorphisms on K. Since K

is compact, {h¡} converges to a limit map, h. Since Kn admits only finitely many

homeomorphisms, there exists an integer, /„, such that for i,j > I„, h¡ | K„ = h}\Kn.

Therefore, for each n, h\Kn is a homeomorphism, and thus 7i is 1-1 off T. Now,

by Lemma 5.3, hn | T is a rotation for each n. Since {7j„} is Cauchy, we have a

Cauchy sequence of rotations on T, and this must converge to a rotation. There-

fore h is 1-1 on T. Since h is 1-1, and K is compact, it follows that h is a homeo-

morphism.

Lemma 5.5. Let W= {he G(/C): h\T is the identity}. Let h0 be any homeo-

morphism in GiK) such that h0\ T# e\ T, and let W' = {heG(K):h\ T=h0\ T}.

Then W and W' are homeomorphic.

Proof. Define a function, <p, on IF, by (pih) = 7j7j0 . TTie proof that (p is a

homeomorphism is fairly standard.

Lemma 5.6. For each e > 0, there exists a ô, 0 < ô < e, such that if he GiK)

for which dih,e) = ô, then the only points of K which move a distance 5 under

h are the points of T.
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Proof. We first observe that since there are only a finite number of homeo-

morphisms on each K„, {h | Kn: h e GiK)} is finite; therefore there are only a

finite number of distances between h\K„,e\Kn. It follows that

D = {d:d = d(h | Kn,e | Kj) for some n}

is countable. Let 8 < e, 8$D, and let 7j e G(K) for which d(7î,e) = ô. By Lemma

5.2, we know such an h exists.

We show that the only points of K which move a distance 8 under h are the

points of T. Since d(h,e) = 8, no point moves more than a distance 8 away from

itself. Further, no point of any Kn can move a distance 8 away from itself, for

then dih\K„,e\K„)^8. But dQi,e) = 8  and  8^D.
It follows that the only points which move a distance 8 under 7i are the points

of T.

Theorem 5.1.   G(K) is at least 1-dimensional.

Proof. Let U be a neighborhood of the identity of diameter < 3 ¡2. We will

obtain a sequence of pairs of homeomorphisms {7i;,g;} such that

hjeU, gj-eCiU), d(hj,gj) <7r/2J_1, and hj-+h, a homeomorphism in GiK).

Then heBdU.

In the following, r¡ denotes a rotation of 7r/2J radians on T. Let k, be the

smallest nonnegative integer such that rk,1 has a ""-extension h,eU, but for

which any ""-extension of rkj + 1 eC(fJ). Let ^ be a ""-extension of r,, and let

gi = \li,h,. We note that g, is a ""-extension of r*,+1. Then Tti eU, g,e C(t/),

and d'h„g,) < n.

We proceed by induction. Assume that we have hj-„gj-, such that

hj-,eU, gj-,eC(U), gj„, = }j/j-,hj-, where ^-_i is a ""-extension of r,_i,

and iphj-, e C((7) for any ""-extension i/r of r,-_,. Let fcj be the smallest nonnegative

integer for which there exists a ""-extension (pj_, of r)1 such that <pj-,hj-, eU,

but any ""-extension <p of r;-,+1eC(l/). Let 7jy = qt>j_,hj-,, and let gj = \l/]hJ

where fa is a ""-extension of r¡.

We now have a sequence of pairs of homeomorphisms {h¡, gj} such that

d'hj_,,hj) < 7i/2y-2. Therefore {Ti,-} is Cauchy, and by Lemma 5.4, hj->h,

where ft is a homeomorphism of K onto itself. Since d(h],gj)<nßi~1, and

7r/2J_1->0, gj-^/i also. Therefore TjeBdLL It follows that G(K) is at least

1-dimensional.

Lemma 5.7. Let e be a number such that 0 < e < 1 and d'h | Kn, e | Kn) # e ,

for all h,n. Let Ge = {heG(K):d(h,e) = e}. Then Gc is O-dimensional.

Proof. By Lemma 5.6, the hypothesis can be satisfied; it also follows that

Ge is a subset of the set of homeomorphisms, G't, which are extensions of a ro-

tation T which moves points of T a distance e. By Lemma 5.5, G'c is homeo-

morphic to W={he G(K) : h \ T is the identity}.
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We show that IFis O-dimensional. It is sufficient to show that IFis O-dimensional

at the identity, e. To this end, let {e¡} be a sequence of positive numbers,

e¡->0, such that if he GiK), then d'h\K„, e|Kn)#E¡, for all i,n. Let

Sc¡ = {heW:d'h,e)^ej}. BdSc¡ is a subset of H = {heW: d(7j,e) = £f}. But

H = (p, since the only homeomorphisms which are a distance e¡ from e, must

move points on T, but H is a set of extensions of the identity on T. Therefore

BdS„( = (p. Thus we have a sequence of spheres about e, converging to e, and

whose boundaries are empty. It follows that W, and therefore G£, is O-dimensional.

Theorem 5.2.   GiK) is at most 1-dimensional.

Proof. Let {ej} be a sequence of positive numbers such that £¡-»0 and

dih\Kn,e\Kn)^Si, for all n,i. Let Ss = {he GiK):d(7i,e) ^ £,}. Then

BdSe,<= GEi = {heG(K):dih,e) = £,}. By Lemma 5.7, G£. is O-dimensional.

Therefore Bd Se is O-dimensional. It follows that G(K) is at most 1-dimensional

at the   identity. Therefore GiK) is at most 1-dimensional.

Theorem 5.3.   G(K) is exactly 1-dimensional.

Proof. By Theorem 5.1, dim GiK) = 1, and by Theorem 5.2, dim GiK) ^ 1.

Therefore dimG(K) = l.

Remark 1. Since there are uncountably many different dendrons which

could have been used in the construction, there are uncountably many such

compact spaces.

Remark 2. By using continua Kpn, we obtain a set K for which rotations

of period p" on T can be extended to rotations of period p" on K. However, if

we use continua Kx, where the sequence {a„} includes an infinite sequence of

relatively prime integers, then no rotation of T of any finite positive period can

be extended to a homeomorphism of K of that period.

Theorem 5.4.   G'K) is totally disconnected.

Proof(19). We show that any pair of homeomorphisms of GiK) can be sep-

arated. Let g,,g2eGiK), g,¥!g2. Then there exists an integer n > 0, such

that gi \Kn # g2\Ka. Let A = {heG'K):h\Kn = g, \K„}, and let B = GiK)-A.
Then g, e A, g2eB, and A U B = GiK). Let h0 be any element of A, and let

g0 be any element of B. Then h0 and g0 differ on K„ and therefore must be a

positive distance apart — at least d(e | Kn, r„ | K„) where r„ is the rotation of

27i/n radians on K„. Therefore A and B are mutually separate, and GiK) is totally

disconnected.

Theorem 5.5.   G(K) is abelian.

(!») This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.2, suggested by R. D. Anderson to show

that the group of homeomorphisms of the universal plane curve is totally disconnected.
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Proof. Let 7j , g e GiK). Since K„ goes onto itself under any homeomorphisn.

in GiK), and h and g commute on K„, as well as on T, it follows that Tig = gh.

Thus GiK) is abelian.

Thus we have completed construction of the auxiliary space K. Our next ob-

jective is to construct a continuum M such that GiM) is topologically and alge-

braically the same as GiK).

Construction of M. We will "extend" the set K. We first modify the set K

in the following way: Let C = Tx [0,1] in E3, where Tc xy-plane and [0,1]

is on the z-axis. Now consider the vertical unit interval in E3 above the point

in E2, the z = 0 plane, with polar coordinates (1 — l/«,0). Put a dendron D„,

with a dense set of branch points of different orders greater than 3, in a small

neighborhood of this interval in such a way that

(1) D„ contains this interval,

(2) D„nE2 is an endpoint of Dn,

(3) Dn intersects the plane z = 1 in an endpoint of Dn,

(4) D„ n rl„iDj) = 0, where r„ is the period n positive rotation about the

z-axis in JS3, and 1 ¿ i < n,

(5) r\,iDj) n rJmiDm) = 0, for né m, and all i, j such that 0<¡i<n and

0 _^ j < m, and

(6) DnnC=0, for all n.

Let K'„ = K„V \J*Zo KiD„). Let M' = (\J„K'„) U C. Let h be a level preserving

map of E3 onto itself, which is

(1) the identity on E2,

(2) a homeomorphism on each level other than z = 1, and

(3) carries the unit disk of the plane z = 1 to the point (0,0,1).

Let M = Tj(M'). Then M is a continuum with the desired properties.

Theorem 5.6. There exists a continuum M such that G{M) is totally dis-

connected, abelian, and exactly l-dimensional.

Proof. Clearly the continuum M constructed above is a continuum in which

every homeomorphism g of K onto itself can be extended to a homeomorphism

h of M onto itself. Further, this extension is unique, and if g¡ -* g, then the ex-

tensions hi of g¡ converge to the extension h of g. Therefore GiK) and GiM)

are topologically the same.

It is also clear from the construction that they are algebraically the same.

Thus it follows from Theorems 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 that GiM) is totally disconnected,

abelian, and exactly 1-dimensional.

The next portion of this section is devoted to generalizing the results of Theo-

rem 5.6 above. We wish to construct continua M„ such that GiMj) is homeo-

morphic to a product of n 1-dimensional groups. Again we begin by making

some auxiliary constructions.
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Construction of the continua P„tPl.Pn- For each positive integer n, and each

n relatively prime integers p„---,p„, p¡>2, we construct a continuum

F».pi,...,p„ sucn ffc** GiPn,pi,...,p„) is tne product of n cyclic groups of orders

p,,-,pn respectively(20).

Let T„ be the n-dimensional torus, thought of as the product of n circles,

Ct,'",Cn', that is, T„ = nî=i^f Tet r¡ be a rotation of order p¡ on C¡, and

let h(rlj, rl2 , •••,r¡,") be a homeomorphism of Tn onto itself which is the product

of the rotations rj'on Cj. Then Hn = {h'rj1, r2\ ■■■,r'^):0^ ij < p}) is a set of

homeomorphisms of T„ onto itself which is the product of n cyclic groups, G¡,

of order p¡. We assume that we have a "rectangular" grid of T„ in such a way

that if R is any fixed n-rectangle, then (J{/j(R):7ie//„} is T„.

Now let D, be a dendron with a dense set of branch points of different orders

constructed in a neighborhood of a 1-simplex of the 1-dimensional skeleton of

the rectangular grid, in such a way that Tii(Di) O h2(D,) is either empty or a

single point, if h„h2e H„, h ,¥=h2. Let P1rPi.Pn = \J{h(D,):heH„}.

Let A2 be a 1-simplex in the 1-dimensional skeleton of the rectangular grid

such that (1) A2 n A, is a single point and (2) A2 n P* ip.p_ consists of the two

endpoints of ^42. Let D2 be a dendron with a dense set of branch points of dif-

ferent orders, D2 not homeomorphic to D,, and constructed in a neighborhood

of A2 in such a way that

(1) D2 <^PltPl.„„ consists of the two endpoints of ^42, and

(2) h,(D2) C\h2(D2) is either empty or a single point, if h„h2eH„, h, # 7i2.

LetP¿Pl.p„ be Pn]Pi.p,_Kj\J{h(D2):heHn}.

We continue the above process inductively, each time choosing the arc A¡

so that A¡ C\A, is the same endpoint of A,. After n stages, we obtain the con-

tinuum, P",PI.„_.

Let P„,pt,...,p„ = P",P1.p„- Then P„P1.p^ satisfies the conditions of the first

paragraph.

Theorem 5.7. For each positive integer n, there exists a compact set Qn

such that G(Q„) is homeomorphic to the product of n 1-dimensional groups, and

thus I ^dimG(Qn)^n.

Outline of the construction of Q„. Let {pi.J, {P2,i}>"-»{pn,¡} be n increasing

sequences of positive integers such that fim^^ pki = co, and such that, for each

i, each pair pk<l and pti are relatively prime.  Let Pm^tt„,tti be a continuum as

constructed above, with p{ = PkJ.   Let {P„>pJ.p>} be a "towered" sequence of

these   sets   converging   (from   the   interior)   to   a   limit   n-torus,   Tn.   Then

ô« = i[Jj{pn,pJ.pJ) u Tr>) is tne compact set of the theorem, since G(Q„) will

just be the product of n 1-dimensional groups, each of which is obtained by con-

sidering the homeomorphisms which move points in "one direction" only. The

proof is like that of Theorem 5.3.

(20) See footnote 18.
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Note. By a "towered" sequence of sets {S¡}, we mean that there exists a

sequence of tori {T¡} such that S¡ c T¡ and T¡ is a subset of the "interior" of

T,+i — i.e. the bounded complementary domain of T¡+i.

Theorem 5.8. For each positive integer n, there exists a continuum Mn

such that GiMj) is homeomorphic to the product of n 1-dimensional groups,

and thus 1 = dim G'Mj) = n.

Outline of construction of M„. The compact set Q„ is a subset of

En+1. We think of the join of the limit torus Tn and the set of "vertices" F of

Q„ with a point q in (£" + 2-the En+1 hyperplane containing Q„), and con-

struct, in a neighborhood of each arc from q to a vertex of Qn, a dendron (con-

taining this arc) with a dense set of branch points of different orders, much like

we did for the continuum M of Theorem 5.6, which had a 1-dimensional group.

Then GiM„) is the same as G'Qj).

Our final objective of this section is to show, as promised in §4, that there are

rational curves with 1-dimensional groups of homeomorphisms. Once again,

we begin with some auxiliary constructions.

Outline of the construction of the continuum Q. We construct a continuum,

Q, such that the group of all homeomorphisms of Q is infinite cyclic (21). Con-

sider the interval / = [—1,1] on the x-axis in E2 and the partition, A, oí I into

an infinite number of subintervals by means of the points 1 — 1 ¡n and — 1 4-1 ¡n,

n > 1, on /. Let D be a dendron with a dense set of branch points of different

orders, with D constructed in a neighborhood of [ — %,%] , containing this inter-

val, and not meeting [ — 1,1] elsewhere. We also require that D meet each of

the lines x = - ¿ and x = \, in exactly one point, an endpoint of D, and that

the points of D lie in the set of points of E2 such that — \ ^ x _ \.

Let h be any homeomorphism of / x [ — \,^] onto itself carrying each of

the subintervals of /, determined by A, onto the next subinterval, and carrying

vertical lines onto vertical lines. Let

ô= Ohm-
i = — 00

Clearly, G(g) is infinite cyclic.

Theorem 5.9. There exists a rational curve R such that G(R) is exactly

1-dimensional.

Outline of construction of R (and proof). Let {di,,}, {d2>,}, •••,{d„ J,-- be an

infinite sequence of increasing sequences of integers >2, such that di,'fidki

whenever i¥= k.

Let Ij be the interval from (-1,1//) to (1,1//) in E2. Then I}-*1=* [-1,1]

on the x-axis.

(21) See footnote 18.
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Let AjA be the infinite partition of I¡ determined by the vertical lines

x = — 1 4- 1/n and x = 1 — 1/n, for all n > 1, as in the construction of Q above.

We refine Ajt, to obtain a partition, Aj<2, by subdividing into halves each inter-

val of Ij determined by Ajt,. We continue inductively, until we obtain the par-

tition Ajj.

Construct a continuum Qj, on l¡, as in the construction of Q above, by using

a dendron D} whose branch points are of orders djt of the sequence {d¡,} above,

and by using the partition AJyJ for Ij. We further require that Q¡ n gy = <p for

i*J.
Let R' = \JjQjKJl.
Let 7j be a map of E2 onto itself carrying the vertical lines x = a, for each

real number a, onto themselves, so that h is a homeomorphism everywhere,

except that h([a,b]) = ( —1,0) and /i([c,d]) = (1,0), where \a,b] is the vertical

interval from ( — 1,0) to (—1,1), and \c,d] is the vertical interval from (1,0) to

(1,1)-
Let R = h(R'). Then clearly R is a rational curve. The proof that G(R) is 1-di-

mensional is similar to the proof that G'M) (of Theorem 5.6) is 1-dimensional.

Remark. We make the observation that if the partitions of the /„'s are chosen

arbitrarily with only the provision that the mesh of the infinite partitions has

limit 0, it is possible to obtain a rational curve such that no homeomorphism

of the limit arc onto itself, except the identity, can be extended, and therefore

G(R) would be 0-dimensional.

Corollary 5.9.1. For each positive integer n, there exists a rational curve

Rn, such that G(Rn) is homeomorphic to the product of n 1-dimensional groups,

and thus 1 = dim G(R„) = n.

Outline of construction and proof. Let Rn be the union of n different (that is,

nonhomeomorphic) continua, R[, constructed like the continuum R above,

R[ meeting R'i + , at the right- and left-hand endpoints of their limit arcs respect-

ively, 1 <¡ i < n. Then any homeomorphism of R„ onto itself carries each)

R¡ onto itself, and the homeomorphisms on the different R'js are independent

of each other. Therefore G(R„) is the same as Yl1=,G(R¡). Since each G(R'¡)

is exactly 1-dimensional, and since the product of n 1-dimensional sets is at most

n-dimensional, 1 i£ dim G(R„) :S n.

Remark. We make the following observations (without proof) about the

continua M„ and their groups of homeomorphisms:

(1) There are uncountably many such continua.

(2) Every homeomorphism, r, which is a product of rotations on the limit

torus T„, can be extended to a homeomorphism, 7i, of M„, onto itself, such that

d(r,e|T„) = d(/2,e).

(3) If h e G'Mj), then h | T„ is a product of rotations.
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(4) Let r be a product of rotations on T„, let A = {h e GiMj) : h \ Tn = r}, and

let B = {h e GiMj) : h | T„ is the identity}. Then A and B are homeomorphic.

(5) Let x0eTn, and let <p:G'Mj)—»Tn be defined by <£(g) = g(x0). Then

</> is a continuous, open, homomorphism of GiMj) onto the n-dimensional torus.

Questions. In view of the theorems of this section, and the statements above,

we raise the following questions:

(1) Is dimG(M„) = «?

(2) Is dim G'Rj) = n1 (R„ is the curve of Corollary 5.9.1).

Remark. We note that if the answer to Question (1) is "no", then we have

examples of continuous, open, dimension-raising homomorphisms from the

groups of homeomorphisms of continua onto compact groups.
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